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Elizabeth A. Hawkins (Resigned 10/15/07)
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Alta Holt > ...5.. ,.• ;. Term Expires 2008
Regena Elliott Term Expires 2009
Marcel Campbell Term Expires 2010
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ALTERNATES
Michael Laflamme Milton Camille
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SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECK LIST
Sarah Cordwell (Resigned 03/14/07) Term Expires 2008
Roberta French appointed.
Rose Soldano (Resigned 8/27/07) Term Expires 21 10
Rachel Glynn appointed.
Regena Elliott (Resigned 1 0/08/07) Term Expires 2112
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CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
A.Bradford Wyman David Dubey Faith Kimball
. ;.- BUILDING INSPECTOR




• i-. "J Alan Michael Glynn (Resigned 12/01/07
.'. ' . Jill Dubey appointed.
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WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Dummer, in the County of Coos in
the said State, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Dummer on
Tuesday, the 11* day of March, 2008 next at 6:45 of the clock in the
evening, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
(Vote by Ballot)
2. Shall we modify the elderly exemption from property tax in the Town
of Dummer, based on assessed value, for qualified tax payers, to be
as follows: for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $25,000; for
a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, $35,000, for a person 80
years of age or older, $45,000. To qualify, the person must have
been a New Hampshire resident for at least three consecutive years,
own the real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is
owned by such person's spouse, they must have been married for at
least five consecutive years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a
net income of not more than $20,000 or, if married, a combined net
income of not more than $30,000; and own assets not in excess of
$50,000, excluding the value of the person's residence.
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 15,678 for General Government.
4130 Town Officers' Salaries 35,000
4131 Town Officers' Expenses 11,000
4132 Computer Related Expenses 4,000
4140 Election & Registration 8,000
4150 Financial Administration 8,175
4153 Legal Expenses 10,000
4191 Planning 8& Zoning 1,000
4194 General Government Buildings 20,000
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4195 Cemeteries , . 4,100
4196 Insurance ^ ' 4,303
4197 NHMA, NCC 1,000
S/T4100 106,578
4723 Interest on TAN 100
6560 PICA 9,000
TOTAL 115,678
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000 (4152) for property revaluation. This will be added to the
previously established non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI
and will not lapse until December 2009.
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$18,100 for Public Safety and Health.
4215.01
TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$55,524 for Sanitation (4320).
432 1 Solid Waste Administration
TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$40,000 to be added to the road repair and reconstruction capital
reserve fund previously established (4915.01).
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000 to be added to the West Dummer Bridge capital reserve
fund previously established (4915.04).
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
13. Resolved: We the citizens of Dummer, NH believe in a New
Hampshire that is just and fair. The property tax has become unjust
and unfair. State leaders who take a pledge for no new taxes
perpetuate higher and higher property taxes. We call on our State
Representatives, our State Senator and our Governor to reject the
"Pledge," have an open discussion covering all options, and adopt a
revenue system that lowers property taxes.
,




Polls will be open from 1 1 :00 AM to 7:00 PM.
Given under our hands and seal, the 20th day of February, in the





We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
within named, to meet at the time and place and for the
purpose within mentioned, by posting up an attested
copy of the within Warrant at the place of meeting within
named, and a like attested copy at West Dummer Corner
being public places in said Town on the 20^ day February, 2007.
Selectmen of Dummer, NH
Wc dcilictilo lliis lown Report to Belly 1 lawkiiis, vvlio, allor slm ving for sixlecn years on llie
Board of Seleclnien, resigned lo be able lo kick back and spend more time witli her grandkids.
We already miss her expertise and triendsliip, even vvliile we are grateful for her long service to
the town of [Summer ami congratulate her on her new-found freetiom!
Chris ,^nd I are also grateful to David Dubey who accepted an appointment to coniplete Betty's
term and has signed up to stand for election lo a three-year term this year. David has quickly
assumed an active role on the Board and is bringing a much appreciated fresh perspective.
Craig Doherty has resigned the posts of Town Moderator antl School Moderator after 16 years.
We will miss his calm direction at Town Meeting aiui we thank him for his long service. We are
also grateful to Wayne Moynihan for accepting an appointment lo replace him and for placing
his name on the ballot for the coming year.
in other affairs, last year was relatively uneventful. Perhaps the i.ssue of greatest concern, as
manifested in the number of visitors we had at Selectmen's meetings, was the statistical
revaluation we untlerwenl. As notetl in our report last year, our equalization ratio had fallen to
about 70% of fair market value. This drew the attention of the State Department of Revenue and
we were pressured lo make a statistical adjustment to all properly valuations in town. As a
result, we are currently valued at W,'.'. of full value. Recent .sales of laiul luul driven land values
up more than home sales, so even though there was an increase in both, there was somewhat of a
shift of burden to the lanil. As we emphasized lo all who inquired, the actual tax bills did not
change significantly from prior years, since the rate went down. We are scheduled to do a full
revaluation in 2009, which is five years since our last revaluation and is mandated by State law.
Outside of schools, and county taxes, which are budgeted for separately, the single biggest lown
expense is roads. Despite the extraordinary amount of snow in December and the increased cost
of fuel for the trucks, Donald squeaked by within his budget, but only because he under-spent on
his summer road work while he was busy working on reconstruction of Hill Road, which he has
completed. I le did a wonderful job on that and it is now in better shape than it has been in
decades. This spring we will be applying liquid calcium chloride to the surface lo preserve it and
lo keep dust under control. This will be our first experience with this technology and it will be
interesting to see how it goes.
Donald has told us that because of the time he has spent in recent summers on capital projects he
has not had time to do ditch maintenance as he should, so this year we have reduced our budget
for capital roads and increased the road maintenance line item. 1 his increase also reflects
increases in the rates he charges us for the use of his backhoe and his dump truck, but also an
increase in his hourly rate.
Last fall Donald reported that the 1991 hitcrnational is showing signs of frame weakness due to
rust which is now beyond his ability to repair. Accordingly, we asked him to shop for a
replacement and you will note in the warrant our request for permission to spend from the Truck
Capital Reserve Fund lo acquire a new lown truck. Donald has obtained quotes for a truck set up
lo his specifications lor under $105,000. We go into this year with a balance of $92,000 and we
ask for another $15,000 for the Truck Capital Re.serve Fund in this year's warrant. This will pay
for the truck antl leave only a small reserve lo build upon for the next few years. We plan lo
suggest an annual appropriation of $15,000 to this fund hereafter. The Dodge still has another 4
to 5 years in it in Donalil's estimation.
As has been our custom, we have signed a single-year contract with Milan Container for trash
collection They asked for an increase of 3.5% , which seemed reasonable considering the cost of
10-
fuel. It has been several years since we put this contract out to bid because when we inquired of
the Municipal Association about procedures they responded that the Selectmen arc not required
to go to bid, but if we do put a contract out to bid we are required to honor the lowest bid. We
like the service we have been getting and are reluctant to put that at risk. If you disagree with
this and wish for us to put this contract out to bid you should let us know.
Last year the town voted to undertake an effort to reduce our energy use and consequent
emissions. We have had an energy audit conducted by a local contractor and are including an
extra $10,000 in our buildings budget to pay for recommended energy saving improvements. We
are also contemplating some cosmetic maintenance to the interior of the town hall.
There is just one legal issue outstanding as we go into 2008. The contested Zoning Board of
Adjustment decision on Mr. Kalil's rejected building permit in the Conservation Overlay zone
was remanded to the ZBA. The ZBA has been working with town counsel, Gardner Fulton and
Waugh, to render a more comprehensive argument and fresh decision on that dispute.
Last year the town voted to combine the offices of Tax Collector and Town Clerk. Angle Jewett
wished to relinquish the Tax Collector position and resigned, providing the opportunity to
appoint Mariann Letarte to the combined position. We have worked with Mariann to re-
configure her work and compensation so that she can combine her functions more efficiently and
provide more office hours for the public. Our budget reflects a weekly salary for the combined
positions for an average 30 hour week. This does not mean that she will maintain office hours for
30 hours each week, as we expect busy weeks at year end, preparing for town meeting and tax
billing time to run over 30 hours. Other weeks will be less.
Our 2008 budget includes $4,000 for a Town Clerk software package which will eventually enable
the Town Clerk to collect the State automobile registration fee, allowing residents to register their
vehicles with one stop at the town hall.
Another line in the budget, for $800, to hire a forester to brush out and paint the property line
and prepare a timber sale on the Levesque tax lot.
We are requesting an increase of $500 in the Selectmen's salaries; $600 for the Chair. This is the
first increase since 1993.
As always, we need interested citizens to volunteer for important posts in Town government.
The ZBA, Planning Board and Conservation Commission are always looking for members. There
is a position open among the supervisors of the checklist. Furthermore, we pay approximately
one third of the Milan fire department operating budget. They are in need of volunteers and for
years Carl Wadsworth was the only fire department volunteer from Dummer. Now we have no
Dummer members of the fire department. Please take some time to help your town operate as
well as it can. Contact your Board of Selectmen. We meet on Monday evenings, 7:00 to 9:00.
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DUMMER TOWN MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 13, 2007
The Annual Town Meeting was held on March 13, 2007. The polls were opened at 11:00
A.M. and closed at the end of the meeting. The business meeting was opened at 6:45
P.M. and the Warrant was read by Moderator, Craig Doherty. Craig asked for a moment
of silence at this time in memory of Doris Bergeron and others who are ho longer with us.
Art. 1 To choose all necessary town Officers for the year ensuing as follows:
Position Name Votes
Selectman (3 Years) A.Bradford Wyman 41
ONeilCroteau 5
A. Bradford Wyman having the most votes was declared elected.
"' Town Clerk/Tax Collector (3 Years) Mariann Letarte 46
Town Treasurer (1 Year) Cassandra Tefft 47






Library Trustee (3 Years) Katherine M. Doherty 44
Trustee of Trust Funds (1 Year) L.Diane Holt 46
Planning Board (3 Years) Christopher D. Miller 43
Christopher Holt 1
Christopher D. Miller having the most votes was declared elected.





Art. 2 Are you in favor of changing the office of Town Clerk/Tax Collector from a one




This was voted in the afllrmative.
Art. 3 A motion was made by Paula Labrecquc and seconded by Wayne Moynihan to see
if the fown will vole to raise and appropriate the sum of S80,N7') for Cjencral
Government:nt:
4130
Art. 5 A motion was made by Jennifer Miller and seconded by Raymond Holt to sec if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $18,600 for Public Safety:
4215.01
All. *) A iiiotiuii was made by lilizalxili Hawkins and seconded by Wayne Mt)ynilian to
see if the Town will vole lo raise and appropriate the sum of SM,47() for Culture,
Recreation and Conservation:
4520 Milan Recreation Department 250
Northern Forest Heritage Park 500
4550 Library 8,570
461 1 Conservation Administration I_50
Total $9,470
This article was so voted.
Art. 10 A motion was made by Oneil Croteau and seconded by Lorna Stiles to see iftiic
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ot $10,000 to be added to the previously
established Truck Capital Reserve Fund (4915.03).
This article was so voted.
Art. 1 1 A motion was made by Robert Lovcn and seconded by haith Kimball to sec il'
the iown will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be added lo the
previously established West Dummer Bridge Reserve Fund (4915.04).
This article was so voted. r- f
Art. 12 A motion was made by Raymond Labrecquc and seconded by Raymond Holt lo
see if the Town will vole to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000 lo be added to the
Road Repair and Reconstruction Capital Reserve Fund and to be spent on Capital Road
Pri>jccts.
Fhis article was so voted.
Art. 13 A motion was made by Oncil Croteau and seconded by Faith Kimball to see if
the Town will go on record in support of effective actions by the President and the
Congress lo address ihc issue of climate change which is increasingly harmful lo the
environment and economy of New Hampshire and to the well being of the people of
Dummer.
fhcse actions include:
1. Fstablishmenl of a national program requiring reductions of U.S. greenhouse gas
emissions while protecting the U.S. economy.
2. Creation of a major national research initiative lo foster rapid development of
sustainable energ_\ technologies thereby stimulating new jobs and investment.
15-
In addition, tiic Town of Diimmcr encourages New Hampshire cili/.ens to work for
emission reductions witiiin their communities, and we ask our Selectmen to consider the
appointment of a voluntary energy committee to recommend local steps to save energy
and reduce emissions.
12 in favor , ^
1 1 oppose
Art. 14 To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting:
At this time Betty Hawkins informed everyone that Earl Wadsworth had
resigned from the Towns representative for AVRRDD. Craig Doherty suggested a
plaque for I'larl in appreciation for having served his community. Also thank you to
Raymond I lolt lor taking over for Earl as our new representative for AVRRDD.
A motion was made by Sue Wyman and seconded by Robert Loven to have the polls
close at 8:05 P.M.
As there was no other business, Jennifer Miller made a motion to adjourn at
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. . Five Middle Street
Lancaster, NH 03584
Call 603.788.4928
X—^^CfRTifiEO PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS Fax 603.788.3830
craneandbelicpas.com
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT
To the Board of Selectmen,
Dummer, New Hampshire:
We have audited the accompanying financial statements ofTown of Dummer as ofDecember
31, 2006, and for the year then ended, as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial
stalcmcnts based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America. Tliosc standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
Management has chosen not to implement Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB)
Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements - and Management 's Discussion and Analysis -for State
and Local Governments. Tlierefore, these financial statements are presented following the principles that
were in effect prior to GASB Statement No. 34. Management has not presented government-wide
fijiancial statements to display the financial position and changes in financial position of its
goverrmicntal activities and business-type activities. The financial statements presented do not contain
separate statements for governmental, proprietary, if applicable, and fiduciary fund types, nor are major
and non-major funds separately identified and classified. Also, the financial statements do not contain
any infonnation on capital assets because the govermuent has not maintained historical cost records of
such assets. Management has not presented its discussion and analysis as required. The amounts that
would be reported in the missing statements and the required supplementary information, and the effects







In our opinion, because of the effects of the matters discussed in the preceding paragraph, the
financial statements referred to above do not present fairly, in conformity with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of Axncrica, the financial position ofTown of Dummer as of
December 31, 2006, or the changes in its financial position or its cash Hows, where applicable, for the
year then ended.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that
collectively compose Town of Dummcr's basic financial statements. The Statement of Estimated and
Actual Revenues and Statement of Appropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances are presented for
purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements. For reasons
stated in the third paragraph of this report, we expressed an opinion that the financial statements ofTown
of Dummer do not fairly present financial position, results of operations, and cash fiows, if applicable, in
confonnity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. Therefore,






Exhibit A TOWN OF DUMMER
Dummer, New Hampshire
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET




Cash and cash equivalents
Investments









COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES




















Excess (deficiency) of revenues
over expenditures
Otherfinancing sources (uses)
Transfers from other funds
Transfers to other funds
Total other financing sources and
and uses
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over
expenditures and other sources and uses
Fund balance, January I, as reported
Prior period adjustment (Note VI.)
Fund balance, January 1 , as restated
Fund balance, December 31
TOWN OF DUMMER
Dummer, New Hampshire
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET AND ACTUAL
GENERAL FUND




















Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenditures
Oilier financing sources (uses)
Transfers from other funds
Transfers to other funds
Total other financing sources and uses
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenditures
and other sources and uses
Fund balance, January 1




















COMBINING STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
ALL SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS















COMBINING STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
ALL PERMANENT FUNDS












Exeess (deficiency) of revenues over expenditures
Other financing sources (uses)
Transfers from special revenue funds
Transfers to general fund
Total other financing sources and uses
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenditures
and other sources and uses
Fund balance, January 1






STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL REVENUES
GENERAL FUND




Land use change tax
Yield tax




Motor vehicle permit fees
Other licenses, permits and fees
Total licenses, permits and fees
Inlergovernmenlal
Shared revenue block grant
Meals and rooms distributions
Highway block grant
State and federal forest lands













STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL REVENUES
GENERAL FUND








Sale of municipal property
Interest on investments
Rent of municipal property
Insurance dividends and reimbursements
Other revenue




Schedule 2 TOWN OF DUMMER
Dummer, New Hampshire
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES AND ENCUMBRANCES
GENERAL FUND
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 3 1 , 2006
General Government
Executive































Total health and welfare
Encumbered
Schedule 2
Schedule 2 TOWN OF DUMMER
(Continued) Dummcr, New Hampshire
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES AND ENCUMBRANCES
GENERAL FUND








Total culture and recreation
Consei'vation commission
Debt sendee
Interest on lax anticipation notes
Total debt service
Capital outlay
Land, building and improvements





Transfer to permanent funds
Transfer to special revenue funds
Total other financing uses


































TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
RECEIPTS
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4100 • General Government
41 31 -Town Officers Expenses
TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
4132 • Computers




r. Office of Energy & Planning 25.00
The Daily Sun 98.84
Total 41 91 Planning & Zoning ,,,_., 156.32




First Banl<card " " 246.00
'.'..;'
Holt, Wayne M 507.66
A,. Irving Oil Corporation 4,040.87
;; r Lemieux, John 700.00






* NH Dept. of Labor 50.00
'rZ.r.r: PSNH , ," 1,239.13
Soldano Electric , 68.22
The Daily Sun / ' ., ., 56.00
Verizon 1.348.33
Total 4194- General Government Building 8,386.86
4195-Cemeteries
;o..,,v^ Holt, Wayne M 1,626.78
3r.
-
; Jewett, Rachel E ..; ; 90.24
• -- Enman, Daniel 182.78
Total 41 95Cemeteries ; ;. 1,899.80
4196-lnsurance
4196.01- Workers' Compensation
Primex ^'- ' 1,882.00
4196.04Liability
Primex 2,084.00
Total 41 96lnsurance 3,966.00
4197Advertising & Regional Assoc.
NH Municipal Assoc. 563.19
North Country Council 367.92
Total 41 97Advertisl ng & Regional Assoc.
^.; , ,.
931.11
41 99-Other General Government '•' ' ^ '^ '•
Other
Total 41 99-Other General Government
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4200Public Safety
4215Ambulance
421 5.01 Operating Contribution
TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
4312Highway Maintenance
Alpine Machine Company Inc.
TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
.Merriam Graves Corp.
TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
4440Welfare
TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
4915.04Bridge Capital Reserve Fund
Transfer 10,000.00
Total 4915.04Bridge Capital Reserve Fund 10,000.00
Total 4915Trans. To Capital Reserve Funds 70,000.00
70,000.00
4930-Payments to Other Governments
4933-Local Education Taxes Assessed
Dummer School District 460,676.00
Total 4933Local Education Taxes Assessed 460,676.00
4930Payments to Other Governments
Bisson, Donald Treasurer 140,603.00
Total 4930Payments to Other Governments 140,603.00
6560Payroll Expenses
Total
TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
4910lnterfund Operati ng Transfers
4913Trans. To Capital Projects ' -
4913ACapital Roads
Bacon, Donald j ' 16,388.80
Mason Enterprises 8,373.00
Roberts, Peter 12,594.00
Total 4913A- Capital Roads 37,355.80
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Kor the Municipalify of DUMMER. INKVV HAMPSHIRE Year Ending
DEBITS
UNCOLLECTED TAXES AT THE
BEGINNING OK THE YEAR*
TAX COLLECTORS REPORT













REPORT OF TRUST AND CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
^ S(p3.(pQ^-'^
Please insert the total of ALL funds here
Town/City Of: C)umm<?i~ For Year Ended: ^oo^
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from
official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief.
/"^"^
AtT-.l^ L^rLf^A (^
j^ yy^.v / )y/-/./fi-[ 7%//''AZm/m /U nicHo'-t Signed by the Trustees of Trust Funds
X-./C. l//^JyL zD^^fl.^C ^>. -A ^ on this date /1^12/:^00^
Print and sign
REMINDERS FOR TRUSTEES
1. SIGNATURES - Print and sign on lines provided above.
2. INVESTMENT POLICY - RSA 31 ;32 requires the trustees to adopt an investment policy and review and confirm
this policy at least annually.
3. PROFESSIONAL BANKING AND BROKERAGE ASSISTANCE- RSA 31 :38-a enables you to have a
professional banking or brokerage firm assist you in performing your trustee duties. Refer to the law for further
information. Attributable expenses may be charged against the trust fund involved, however, please be advised the
fees can be taken from income only and not from principal.
4. WEB SITE - A trustee handbook can be down loaded from the web site for the Attorney General's Charitable
Trust Division, www.nh.gov/nhdoj/charitable/
5. FAIR VALUE - Fold and complete page 4 to disclose the fair value (market value) of principal only. This
information may be obtained from financial publications or from your professional banker or broker.
6. CAPITAL RESERVE FUND - Must be kept in a separate account and not intermingled with any other funds of
the municipality (RSA 35:9).
7.WHEN and WHERE TO FILE - By March 1 if filing for a calendar year and by September 1 if filing for optional
fiscal year. See addresses on page 4 of this form. If you hold funds for the school, the school business
administrator will also need a copy for the school's financial report.
FOR DRA USE ONLY
State of New Hampshire
Department of Revenue Administration
Municipal Services Division





FOR YEAR ENDING 2007

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
Library Report 2007-2008
2007 was a year of "upgrades" for the library. We have a new Dell com-
puter with a wide-screen monitor for easy viewing and a new color
printer/fax/scanner for multiple uses. We have purchased Microsoft
Office 2007 for report writing and basic utility. Additionally, we have a
new cataloging system called Resource Mate which allows DPL to ac-
cess the Library of Congress database and import information for proc-
essing new and existing materials. The system also keeps track of cir-
culation with detailed reports of "who" is checking out "what" types of
materials. It has proven very handy to have a centralized and comput-
erized card catalogue system.
Local geologist, Carlton Hot, generously donated a collection of rocks
and minerals to the library and is now on display. Stop in and check out
all the amazing specimens.
The library joined the Junior Library Guild and will be receiving a new
book each month in the category of junior non-fiction. We have already
received several delightful titles based on the life of architect, Frank
Lloyd Wright, America's villain: Benedict Arnold and a book detailing
the race to discover America.
The library has also joined the Arts Alliance of Northern New Hamp-
shire. AANNH sponsors statewide cultural events. We hope to tap into
this creative vein that courses through the state and plan to host an
event in 2008.
This year's summer Reading Program was themed: "Reading Road
Trip U.S.A". We had a handful of children for the tow-day program. The
children took home a mini-globe, a travel atlas, a compass necklace,
geography based books and a cool CD holder for keeping tracks of
tunes while on the road. We explored Google Earth and introduced
orienteering and mapping skills. Next year's theme is "G" day for Read-
ing" and will focus on the "the land down under".
In August, we had a book sale held by the Friends at Milan Old Home
Days. Unfortunately, the attendance MOHD was low this year due to
conflicting events scheduled on the same day, but those who came by
our table enjoyed seeing the new materials we have received at the
library and purchased a few extras for their own reading pleasure.
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On Halloween, we continued the tradition by handing out candy to our
little ghouls and goblins here at the library. We made refrigerator mag-
nets to give out along with the treats.
For Veteran's Day, the library joined forces with the Milan Public Library
to host a display of combat boots representing soldiers killed in the Iraq
war. "Eyes Wide Shut" made a stop at our little library before continuing
on to the Fortier Library at the technical college in Berlin. We had a very
nice response to the display as the though t of the sacrifice of our sol-
diers and their families tugs at everyone's heart strings.
Also in November, the Friends hosted the annual Harvest Soup Sup-
per. Approximately 100 of our friends and neighbors came together for
a meal that warmed our bodies and our collective souls. We had a table
representing the new materials in the library and local author, Sue How-
ard Solar was present for a book signing of "Lethal Leaf Peepers", the
first of a four-part series of novels based in the granite state. Sue also
donated a portion of her proceeds to the library for continued program-
ming as well as offering her time to volunteer on Thursday evenings.
The soup supper was again a great success and we thank everyone for
their generous support.
For the Christmas season, the library was decorated in Christmas fash-
ion for the annual reading of Chris Van Allsburg's "Polar Express", com-
plete with hot cocoa and cookies.
Thanks to the Friends of the Dummer Public Library, the Library Trus-
tees and the wonderful group of volunteers: Butch Loven, Roberta
French, Martha Holt, Lynne Bacon, Katherine Doherty and Sue Solar.
See you in 2008.
Elizabeth Ruediger
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Summer Reading Program 250.00
Misc. Expenses (books, supplies, etc.) 500.00
Total $6250.00
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MILAN & DUMMER AMBULANCE SERVICE
During 2007 our equipment was kept up to date as required by state
rules and our needs. With the new rules required for CPR we had to
purchase a new expensive defibrillator that has the capacity to treat
adults and pediatric patients. Each year the imposed governmental
demands increase and has put a greater burden on our service and
other Emergency Medical Services (EMS). We still need our ambu-
lance to better serve our communities. Again without our service in-
jured and sick people have to wait for backup service from Berlin or
Gorham EMS. When they are not available due to their greater de-
mands other services may take over an hour to respond. We have 5
active members on the Milan & Dummer Ambulance Service and 2
inactive who are away at college. With so few members we do our best
responding to calls. Without the required 2 EMTS to transport patients
we can only stand by as first responders.
The Milan & Dummer Ambulance Service responded to 15 calls out of
a total of 50 calls. On 9 of the other calls one member responded but
another service was called to transport patients as two EMTS are re-
quired to staff an ambulance.
During the year 5 people took the EMT course that were interested in
becoming volunteers for our service but only one was able to pass the
National EMT test required to be an EMT for the State of New Hamp-
shire. Others courses are scheduled for this year and as of now the
dates are not set. We are always looking for registered EMTS or peo-
ple interested in becoming EMTS with the Milan & Dummer Ambulance
Service. We depend on volunteers to serve our communities health
needs. Volunteers are harder to find for our ambulance service. As
Director I am sending out a plea for our communities for people able to
help injured and sick people to please become an EMT. We can not
afford to loose our ambulance service.
Respectfully Submitted, .
Peter Roberts
Director Milan & Dummer Ambulance Service
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NORTHERN HUMAN SERVICES
Northern Human Services' The Mental Health Center in Berlin (formerly
Androscoggin Valley Mental Health & Developmental Services) re-
spectfully requests that the Town of Dummer continue its support of this
agency through an appropriation in the amount of $309.00 at the 2008
Town Meeting. This amount represents a $1.00 per capital contribution
based on figures from the most recent census. These funds will be
used exclusively for the support of outpatient services provided through
The Mental Health Center.
Over the past 41 years this agency has provided mental health services
to hundreds of people living, working, raising families and going to
school in the Androscoggin Valley area. Outpatient mental health ser-
vices are not funded by state or federal dollars. They are expected to
support themselves through client fees, third-party insurance payments,
and through local support such as contributions from towns, cities and
the United Way. In order to make these services affordable to all per-
sons in need of them, fees are adjusted according to the recipient's
ability to pay. Your present and past appropriations have enabled us to
follow this practice and your support this year will assure its continu-
ance. We see these services as the backbone of our community's men-
tal health efforts and as essential in the prevention of more serious
emotional, social and community problems.
We fully appreciate the pressures, financial, social and emotional, that
all sectors of our local communities are experiencing at this time. These
pressures are resulting in a significant increase in persons seeking our
services at a time in which there has been severe erosion of the health
insurance base supporting providers such as us. More than ever we
need your ongoing assistance to continue to provide your citizens with




TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
NORTH COUNTRY ELDERLY PROGRAMS
On behalf of North Country Elderly Programs, I would like to respect-
fully request funding in the amount of $150.00 for the Senior Meals
Program to be included in the upcoming Town of Dummer budget proc-
ess.
During the time period of July 1, 2006 to June 30, 2007 (Fiscal Year
2007) we served Dummer residents 432 congregate meals and 338
home delivered meals.. The Senior Meals Program in Fiscal Year 2007
was able to prepare and serve 143,549 meals county-wide to senior
citizens in need of nutritional assistance.
The current need in Dummer for senior meals services is evident and is
likely to continue on the same trend as the population continues to age
and require nutritional assistance offered through the Senior Meals
Program. The many benefits received by the residents of Dummer is
one of socialization and personal growth as participants at the congre-
gate site receive not only a hot, nutritious meal, but opportunities to
interact with their peers through volunteering, social activities and one
on one contact. On the flip-side, home-bound individuals receive nutri-
tious meals delivered directly to their home by the Meals on Wheels
delivery team, and oftentimes, it is the participants only contact with the
community. It is, therefore, vital that the needs of this frail population be
met with support from their local friends and neighbors.
The Town of Dummer's past support for this community-based program
has been greatly appreciated and we welcome your questions and
comments pertaining to this request for funding. Please call the admin-
istrative offices at 752-3010, Monday through Friday, and we'd be glad
to speak with you.
Again, thank you for your consideration and past support.
Respectfully,
Patricia Stolte, Director
North Country Elderly Programs
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^ ^^ CASA
Court Appointed Special Advocates
On behalf of CASA (Court Appointed special Advocates) of New Hamp-
shire, I respectfully submit this funding request tot the Town of Dum-
mer.
CASA of NH is a statewide private non-profit organization created to
provide advocacy for the state's abused and neglected children. Our
organization recruits, trains and supervises volunteers from communi-
ties throughout the state who are then appointed by judges to cases.
Under NH state law, children who come to the attention of the courts as
a result of abuse or neglect are required to have a guardian ad litem
(GAL) appointed to represent to the courts what is in their "best inter-
ests". Historically, attorneys have filled the role of guardian ad litem in
these cases at a significant cost and with large caseloads, which unfor-
tunately limit the time these individuals can spend on any on case or
child. Since 1989, CASA volunteers have effectively filled this role and
have become a powerful voice for thousands of New Hampshire chil-
dren. Volunteers have the support of a dedicated staff person to help
guide them through the complexities of these cases.
In Coos County, 16 cases are currently open in District and/or Family
Courts, involving 24 abused and neglected children. 5 CASA volunteers
help ensure that children's needs are met and services provided to
facilitate safe reunification with biological families when possible. In
cases where reunification cannot take place, the CASA volunteer works
to ensure that another safe and permanent home is located.
We respectfully request consideration for inclusion in your 2008 budget
in the amount of $500. This support form Dummer would directly impact
the children of your community by allowing CASA of NH to recruit and
train additional local volunteers to represent them. More than80% of
municipal funds (and all of our fundraising efforts) are used for direct
program services.
For additional information, please cal 626-4600. And thank you so
much for past support.
Sincerely, '
'' -^
Marcia R. Sink, President and CEO •;,'.
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
TRI-COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION
Tri-County Community Action is requesting $875.00 in funding from the
Town of Dummer to help support its Community Contact Program.
Community Contact is the field services arm of Tri-County CAP. Our
purpose is to assist low-income, elderly and handicapped persons to
solve problems and meet their physical and financial needs. We ac-
complish this by providing information, counseling, referrals, budget
counseling, guidance, and organizational assistance and by effectively
linking households with CAP assistance programs and using commu-
nity resources.
Below is a breakdown of assistance that CAP Community Contact of-
fice provided to Dummer residents over the last year:
Households Dollar Amounts
Fuel Assistance 2006-2007
TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
NORTH COUNTRY COUNCIL 2006 ANNUAL REPORT
Dear Members and Friends of North Country Council,
I would like to thank all of you for your support of the North Country
Council (NCC) this past year. We have made a number of positive
changes and completed a number of positive changes and completed a
number of projects throughout the region. Once again, we reaffirmed
the Council's commitment to serve community and regional needs.
During the past year, we have continued to deliver planning services
throughout the region as you will se in the enclosed report. We have
and will continue to adjust our capacities to respond to the needs of the
communities, which will be evident in the programs being introduced in
the coming years. Our strong relationship with the Department of Com-
merce and the Economic Development Administration (EDA) continues
and has brought funding and project development into the region. The
Sustainable Economic Initiative and the Coos Economic Adjustment
Strategy continue to be major programs funded by EDA. Our Commu-
nity Outreach program, targeted at helping our planning boards in the
difficult tasks of managing the planning activities in their communities,
is ongoing. NCC has been awarded an additional grant form EPA for
Brownfields assessments and will be looking for sites and communities
where these assessments can be utilized. These programs as well as
all the traditional programs in master planning, solid waste manage-
ment, grant writing, natural resource planning, hazardous mitigation
planning and transportation planning will continue to be the focus of
North e Country Council. If you would like further information on any of
these programs, please do not hesitate to call us.
Again, thank you for all of your support of the Council. The Council is
her to serve you and to be of service to your community. It is your or-
ganization. Our staff and Board are committed to responding to com-
munity need. If there is a project or a need in your town, please call us.
We are dedicated to both supporting our individual towns and promot-
ing regional unity in the North Country.
Respectfully submitted;
Michael King, Executive Director
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
ANDROSCOGGIN VALLEY REGIONAL
REFUSE DISPOSAL DISTRICT
2007ANNUAL REPORT OF DISTRICT ACTIVITIES
The AVRRDD 2007 Budget apportionment for our member municipali-
ties totaled $641,490. A surplus of $480,068.46 from the 2006 budget
was used to reduce apportionments with a net budget of $161,421.54
being billed to the member municipalities. The proportionate share of
the credit for the Town of Dummer was $7,553.79, reducing your gross
apportionment of $8,655.89 to $1,102.10. Preliminary reconciliation of
the 2007 budget shows a surplus of approximately $297,991.85 being
available to credit toward 2008 apportionments.
Our Materials Recycling Facility marketed a total of 1,662.76 tons of
recyclables for the period January 1, 2007 through December 31, 2007,
representing $123,088.38 of marketing income to the District.
For calendar year 2007, our Transfer Station received 2,836 deliveries
from District residents for a total of 762.78 tons of bulky waste and con-
struction and demolition debris. In addition, our 212 commercial ac-
counts delivered 362.41 tons of bulky waste and construction and
demolition debris and 1.087.45 tons of wood. Recycling at the Transfer
Station consisted of 1,866.51 tons of wood that was processed through
a grinder, 191.17 gross tons of scrap metal and 270.18 tons of leaf and
yard waste and 34.09 tons of brush which was chipped with the District
owned chipper. In addition, 596 propane tanks; 14,808 ft of fluorescent
lights; 794 lbs. of ballasts; 405 refrigerator/air conditioner units and
4,923 tires were received. We also received 2,295 gallons of waste oil
from our residents which was used in our waste oil furnace to heat the
recycling center. Transfer station revenue income totaled $30,943.87
The Recycling Center and Transfer Station are operated, under con-
tract with the District, by FERCO Recycling, Inc. of Berlin.
In January 2007, our Chairman for the past 15 years, Raymond
Chagnon of Berlin and Earl Wadsworth of Dummer who served as Sec-
retary-Treasurer for 12 years both resigned for health reasons. We
sincerely than Ray and Earl for their many years of dedicated service to
the District and its residents.
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Election of officers was held at the District Annual Meeting in April
2007: Linda Cushman of Jefferson was re-elected Chairman; Yves
Zornio of Gorham elected Vice Chairman and Clara Grover of Errol was
re-elected Secretary-Treasurer. Other District Representatives are:
Raymond Holt of Dummer; David Tomlinson of Randolph, Richard Laf-
leur of Berlin, Paul Grenier for the coos County Unincorporated Places,
Lorna Aldrich of Northumberland, George Bennett of Stark and Eric
Gagne of Milan.
In June, the District conducted its sixteenth annual Household Hazard-
ous Waste Collection Day. The collection was held at the District Trans-
fer Station with 319 households participating. The project was funded
through the District Household Hazardous Waste Fund, with a $20,000
payment from the Mt. Carberry Landfill Budget.. No assessment was
made was made to the District communities. In addition, a grant from
the State of New Hampshire reimburse the District at fourteen cents
($.14) per capita. The next Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day
will be held Saturday, June 7, 2008 at the District Transfer Station.
2007 marked the fifth year of operations for the AVRRDD - Mt. Car-
berry Landfill. Since purchasing the landfill in December of 2002, no
assessments have been made to the District municipalities for Mt.
Carberry Landfill operations, with income raised through landfill tipping
fees covering operating expenses. Any landfill funds remaining at the
end of the year are held in reserve, by the District, to pay for Mt. Car-
berry operating and capital expenses. The landfill is operated, under





TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
NORTHERN FOREST HERITAGE PARK
On behalf of the Northern Forest Heritage Park Trust, I thank you for
considering financial support for our efforts on behalf of the community.
A community contribution will insure that we can continue to provide
important programs and resources as well as demonstrating the neces-
sary support that our funders require.
We are asking each incorporated member community in the Andro-
scoggin Valley region (as designated by the State of NH) to consider
funding for Northern Forest Heritage Park (NFHP) on a per capita basis
according to the following suggested schedule of $1.00 per resident or
$500, which ever is greater. Based on this calculation, our request from
Dummer is for $500.00. NFHP has contracted with Tri-CAP to provide
financial management and other services. Your contribution to the Park
should be designated for Northern Forest Heritage Park and can be
sent to the address below.
The Northern Forest Heritage Park's mission is to tell the story of the
working forest and preserve the rich cultural diversity of our region. Our
goal is to design an exciting, compelling experience for visitors and
residents on a site that is intelligently planned and authentically imple-
mented
We are proud of the programs and cultural festivals offered annually at
the NFHP and expose visitors to the amazing heritage that this region
was established upon. In order to provide quality, we are planning for
the Syttende Mai (celebrating Norwegian culture). Festival du Bois
(celebrating Franco-American culture) and the Lumberjack Festival, as
well as special events like the River Fire, Pig Roast, and a classic
Christmas Holiday celebration. In addition to the scenic river tours, ex-
hibitions, and park we provide a resource to numerous initiatives, in-
cluding coordinating the preservation of paper mill artifacts (donated by
Fraser Papers and North American Dismantling company).
The Artisans Gift Shop, located in the Brown company House, features
the craftsmanship of more than sixty area artisans. Additionally, we
provide opportunities for demonstration of their craft a scheduled
events. We plan on expanding this endeavor to further support the
great work that continues to be done by individuals in our region. In
2008 we plan to expand with gift baskets of selected products to be
available local as well as on-line, including a new website.
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
NORTHERN FOREST HERITAGE PARK
Our River Boat Tours on the Androscoggin River continue to be popular
for all ages of visitors and are a major attraction the NFHP. In addition,
we let out the Park for private parties such as a baby showers, wedding
showers, company picnics, etc. Becoming more and more popular are
school day trips for students and teachers alike consisting of a "Quest"
taking students on a walking tour of the Norwegian Village, the Park,
and the Brown Company House; a 30-minute video focusing on the
logging days gone by; an interpreted tour of the Park and all Exhibits,
including the museum in the Brown Company House; a lunch break in
the Cook House; and an interpreted River Boat Tour.
Please do not hesitate to call me at 752-7502 or Brad Wyman at 449-
6794 if we can provide additional information regarding this important
decision. We also encourage you to visit the NFHP to view the artifacts
that have been preserved and the pictures that capture the tremendous
heritage we all share.
Best regards,
Jim Wagner Brad Wyman
NFHP Board President NFHP Trustee
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GOVERNOR'S COUNCILOR
It is a pleasure to serve his large northern district of 98 towns, 4 cities,
and 5 counties with a population 247,000 people. The Executive Coun-
cil is at the top of your Executive Branch of NH State Government. The
Governor and Executive council appoint 352 commissions and Direc-
tors who administer NH law and budget as prescribed by the NH House
and Senate.
2008 is the year to keep an eye on and follow the progress of the NH
Transportation Plan. The recommended projects in the highway and
bridge plan can be accomplished with existing revenue from the state
gasoline tax, bonds and matching federal funds. The Executive Council
held public hearings on the projects throughout the state and forwarded
their recommendations to Governor Lynch. Governor Lynch will review
our recommendations and then submit his recommended plan to the
NH House and Senate by January 15th, 2008. Without any new reve-
nues for additional projects we will be lucky to maintain the existing
state highway and bridge system. If more work is desired than new
revenues will have to be voted by the Members of the House and Sen-
ate and signed by the Governor. Contact your local legislators-House
and Senate. Find them by going to www.nh.qov .
This large northern district needs more people on state mandated vol-
unteer boards and commissions. Send your letter of interest and re-
sume to my office, or to Kathy Goode, Director of Appointments/Liaison
to the Council, Governor's Office, State House, 107 North Main Street,
Concord, NH 03301. Tel. (603) 271-2121. To find out what openings
are available and to see a list of boards, visit the NH Secretary of State
website at www.sos.nh.qov/rebook/index/htm .
I have available from my office information items about the NH Execu-
tive Council, NH Constitution, NH Tourist Map. 2007 consumer Hand-
book, and District Maps. If you would like to receive my Monday morn-
ing report by e-mail address to rburton(S)nh.qov.
It is an honor to continue to serve you now in my 30 years as a public
servant. Contact my office anytime about your ideas, concerns and





TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
ANDROSCOGGIN VALLEY REGIONAL
REFUSE DISPOSAL DISTRICT
2007ANNUAL REPORT OF DISTRICT ACTIVITIES
The AVRRDD 2007 Budget apportionment for our member municipali-
ties totaled $641,490. A surplus of $480,068.46 from the 2006 budget
was used to reduce apportionments with a net budget of $161,421.54
being billed to the member municipalities. The proportionate share of
the credit for the Town of Dummer was $7,553.79, reducing your gross
apportionment of $8,655.89 to $1,102.10. Preliminary reconciliation of
the 2007 budget shows a surplus of approximately $297,991.85 being
available to credit toward 2008 apportionments.
Our Materials Recycling Facility marketed a total of 1,662.76 tons of
recyclables for the period January 1, 2007 through December 31, 2007,
representing $123,088.38 of marketing income to the District.
For calendar year 2007, our Transfer Station received 2,836 deliveries
from District residents for a total of 762.78 tons of bulky waste and con-
struction and demolition debris. In addition, our 212 commercial ac-
counts delivered 362.41 tons of bulky waste and construction and
demolition debris and 1.087.45 tons of wood. Recycling at the Transfer
Station consisted of 1,866.51 tons of wood that was processed through
a grinder, 191.17 gross tons of scrap metal and 270.18 tons of leaf and
yard waste and 34.09 tons of brush which was chipped with the District
owned chipper. In addition, 596 propane tanks; 14,808 ft of fluorescent
lights; 794 lbs. of ballasts; 405 refrigerator/air conditioner units and
4,923 tires were received. We also received 2,295 gallons of waste oil
from our residents which was used in our waste oil furnace to heat the
recycling center. Transfer station revenue income totaled $30,943.87
The Recycling Center and Transfer Station are operated, under con-
tract with the District, by FERCO Recycling, Inc. of Berlin.
In January 2007, our Chairman for the past 15 years, Raymond
Chagnon of Berlin and Earl Wadsworth of Dummer who served as Sec-
retary-Treasurer for 12 years both resigned for health reasons. We
sincerely than Ray and Earl for their many years of dedicated service to
the District and its residents.
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Election of officers was held at the District Annual Meeting in April
2007: Linda Cushman of Jefferson was re-elected Chairman; Yves
Zornio of Gorham elected Vice Chairman and Clara Grover of Errol was
re-elected Secretary-Treasurer. Other District Representatives are:
Raymond Holt of Dummer; David Tomlinson of Randolph, Richard Laf-
leur of Berlin, Paul Grenier for the coos County Unincorporated Places,
Lorna Aldrich of Northumberland, George Bennett of Stark and Eric
Gagne of Milan.
In June, the District conducted its sixteenth annual Household Hazard-
ous Waste Collection Day. The collection was held at the District Trans-
fer Station with 319 households participating. The project was funded
through the District Household Hazardous Waste Fund, with a $20,000
payment from the Mt. Carberry Landfill Budget.. No assessment was
made was made to the District communities. In addition, a grant from
the State of New Hampshire reimburse the District at fourteen cents
($.14) per capita. The next Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day
will be held Saturday, June 7, 2008 at the District Transfer Station.
2007 marked the fifth year of operations for the AVRRDD - Mt. Car-
berry Landfill. Since purchasing the landfill in December of 2002, no
assessments have been made to the District municipalities for Mt.
Carberry Landfill operations, with income raised through landfill tipping
fees covering operating expenses. Any landfill funds remaining at the
end of the year are held in reserve, by the District, to pay for Mt. Car-
berry operating and capital expenses. The landfill is operated, under















OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF
DUMMER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE








OFFICE NAME Term Expires
MODERATOR
SCHOOL WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of
Dummer qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
District on the 11^^ of March 2008 from 11:00 AM to 7:00 PM
to act by ballot upon Articles 1 through 4 for the election
of officers and at 6:00 pm in the evening to act upon
Articles 5 through 11.
ARTICLES 1-4
1. To choose one auditor for a two (2) year term.
2. To choose one auditor for a one (1) year term.
3. To choose a moderator for the ensuing two (2) years
4 . To choose a member of the school board for the
ensuing three (3) years.
ARTICLES 5-11:
5. To hear the reports of agents, auditors and officers
heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating thereto
6. To set the salaries of the school board, school
district treasurer, auditors, truant officer, census




(Recommended by the School Board)
To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $585,587 for the support of
schools, for the payment of salaries for school
district officers and agents, and for the payment of
the statutory obligations of the District.
(Recommended by the School Board)
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School Board Chair
To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,500.00 for the operation of
the Federal and Private Grants. (Recommended by the
School Board.
)
9. To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $25,000 to be place in the
Tuition Expendable Trust Fund previously established
and to authorize the use of that amount from the year
end undesignated fund balance (surplus) available on
July 1 of this year. (Majority vote required.
Recommended by the School Board)
10. Shall the school district vote to undertake a study of
the feasibility and suitability of a withdrawal from the
AREA agreement between Dummer and Berlin for its students
in grades 7-12. The study shall be conducted by a committee
composed of 2 school board members from each district of
the AREA, the superintendent of schools as a non-voting
member, and 2 members of the town governing body from the
school district requesting the study. (Majority vote
required. Recommended by the School Board.)
11. To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.
Given under our hands at said Dummer this 4*^*^ day of








Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Fiscal Year From July 1 , 2008 to June 30, 2009
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities
1. Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area.
This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on
file with the school clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the above address
below within 20 days after the meeting.
This form was posted with the warrant on (Date): 0-'^ ~0']OFi
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS
.^.JH^^vJs^ Jv£^.^
Please sign in inl<.
r
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
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MS-26 Budget - School District of Dummer FY 2009
MS-26 Budget - School District of Dummer FY 2009
SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES*
Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32:3, VI, as appropriations 1) in petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations
raised by bonds or notes: 3) appropriations to a separate fund created pursuant to law, such as capital reserve funds or
trust funds; 4) an appropriation designated on tfie wan-ant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable article.
1 2 3 4 5 6
Expenditures Appropriations APPROPRIATIONS appropriation;
Purpose of Appropriations foryear7/i/06 Current Year As WARR. Ensuing FY Ensuing FY
AcCt.# (RSA 32:3,V) to 6/30/07 Approved by DRA ART.# (Recommended) (Not Recommended) |
MS-26 Budget - School District of Dummer FY 2009
1









Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes









FOR EVERY BUDGET INCREASE OF:









Grade 1 Peare, Kaylee
Grade 2 Allen, BriannajH
Tilton, Heidi
Grade 3 Drew, Amber
Thomas, Kali H




Grade 5 Boissonneau, Eryn
Dandeneau, Nathan
Grade 6 Boissonneau, Roger L
Glover, Sadie D
Grade 7 Bush, Michael
Letarte, Gabrielle L
Grade 8 Ouellette, Nathan
Roy, Nikki
Thomas, Taylor


















Dummer Withdrawal Plan Accomplishments and Possible Future Activities
March 2008
In March 2006 the citizens of Dummer voted to approve the formation of a Withdrawal Study
Committee to review and make recommendations for "choice" options for future Dummer students in
grades 7 through 12. The idea was that parents and students would be able to send students to other
Middle and High Schools in the area as opposed to forming a single AREA agreement with Berlin as had
been done in the past. The Law dealing with this RSA 195-A-14 III, was consulted and the study was
begun in August of 2006. The following bullet points explain what has occurred up to this point in time:
• Withdrawal Committee initial meeting August 7, 2006
• Meetings continue through December 4, 2006
• Vote taken by Withdrawal Study Committee on December 4, 2006. Four members vote in the
affirmative and one member abstains from the vote to submit the Withdrawal Plan to the New
Hampshire Department of Education that "...it is suitable and feasible for Dummer to withdraw."
from the AREA with the Berlin School District.
• Withdrawal Plan submitted to the New Hampshire Department of Education (NHDOE) on
December 10, 2006, Sarah Browning, NHDOE employee responds to the Withdrawal Plan,
December 18, 2006, stating that it is lacking in certain areas, and would not be approved by the
State Board of Education. Copy of a sample plan faxed to SAU 20 office on December 19, 2006.
All aspects of Dummer Withdrawal Plan were checked against this sample plan.
• Correspondence with Sarah Browning occurs between December 18, 2006 and January 2, 2007.
Timeline for approval of the Withdrawal Plan by the State Board of Education in order to
present to the taxpayers of Dummer in March of 2007 becomes tight.
• Window of opportunity for March presentation to Dummer voters is lost as of January 2, 2007.
• Explanation written as to status of Withdrawal Plan in 2006 Dummer Town report, page 77.
• After refinement an edited Withdrawal Plan was sent to the New Hampshire Department of
Education, Sarah Browning, on June 7, 2007.
• On July 3, 2007, Sarah Browning calls and informs the Superintendent of Schools that the
current plan submitted is not valid due to the fact that two selectmen from Dummer were not
members of the withdrawal committee, the Dummer Selectmen had appointed a
representative. Membership by the Dummer Selectmen is clearly stated in the law. (195-A:14)
After communication between the Dummer School Board and the Dummer Selectmen a letter
was sent. On December 21, 2007, to the Department of Education by the Dummer Selectmen
stating that they are in favor of and endorse the current Withdrawal Plan, along with another
copy of the Withdrawal Plan.
• This plan was, again, rejected due to appointment of representation on the committee and a
concern that the 180 day window to submit the report had long since expired.
• Discussion with the Selectmen of Dummer as to where the idea of appointing a representative
to the committee came from. In review of previous minutes of the Dummer School Board, June
12, 2006 specifically, the following information was duly noted in the minutes:
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"VI. Berlin/Dummer AREA Study
Superintendent Low explained that a comnnittee needs to be formed to look into the area
schools for the town. An area agreement has been passed with the Milan School for children K-
6. This committee will look at the options for children grades 7-12 who are currently sent to
Berlin. The committee should consist of:
2 School Board members from each district- Dummer and Berlin
2 Town Selectmen (if the choose not to sit they can appoint another individual in their place)
The Superintendent will sit as a non-voting member
1-6 volunteers from the community would be welcomed though not mandated by the statute.
Superintendent Low did state that this process should begin as soon as possible and discussed
with the new Superintendent once he starts."
The activities and meeting minutes of the past are not relevant at this time. The fact is we need
to again ask the voters of Dummer to allow us to form a new Withdrawal Study Committee at
the March 2008 School District Meeting. In order to be within the law and true to the original
vote this matter must be resolved. If the voters in Dummer agree to reopen the withdrawal
Study the following will occur to facilitate and assure that the process is done correctly and
efficiently.
• All meetings will occur in conjunction with the Selectmen's meetings to assure proper
representation.
• All documents such as tuition agreements with area school districts (Northumberland,
Gorham Randolph Shelburne Cooperative and Berlin) will be prepared and signed prior
to submittal to the NHDOE.
• Using our original plan and minutes from the original meetings will insure that the 180
day timeline is not exceeded.
• All financial documents will be prepared prior to our initial withdrawal meeting.
• Sample Withdrawal Plans, which have been approved by the NHDOE, will be reviewed
prior to the first meeting to assure compliance with all laws and guidelines.
• A tentative date for submittal to the NHDOE for the "new" plan will be September 1,
2008.
• A representative from the New Hampshire Department of Education will be asked to
attend the initial meeting of the new Withdrawal Study Committee to make sure we are
on track with proper procedures.
• A call for volunteers for the committee will be asked for at the school District Meeting
and through the local newspapers prior to the first meeting of the new withdrawal
committee.
Respectfully,







Dear Citizens of Dummer,
The Dummer School Board has accompHshed quite a lot this past year,
working diligently to be informed and active when it comes to the education
of your children. Information, reports and minutes from both the Berlin and
Milan School Districts are reviewed and discussed at the Dummer Board
Meetings so that your thoughts and opinions may be represented and shared
with the respective Districts that provide the education for your children.
The members of the Dummer Board take their roles as advocates for your
child's education very seriously.
The Dummer School Board at their October 2, 2007 meeting adopted a
mission statement.
The Mission Statement reads as follows:
"The mission of the Dummer School Board is to allow for the highest
standards of quality education for all students by adopting policies that
ensure effective, efficient operations and the ability for students to pursue
academic excellence. We are dedicated to work with boarding communities,
those that receive our students as per AREA/Tuition agreements, to ensure
that our students are provided the best opportunities to develop life-long
skills enabling them to be contributing and productive members of society."
One of the primary responsibilities of the Board is to develop School Board
Policy. Throughout 2007, the Dummer Board worked to develop a current
School Board Policy Handbook, using the New Hampshire School Board
Model Policy Manual as a template. After many hours of reading, editing
and research by the Board, the Dummer School District Policv Handbook is
finally a reality! This is Dummer's first ever School District Policy
Handbook and it is a working document that will need periodic review and
updating. Its content is based on current New Hampshire Law and will help
to guide the Board when they make educational decisions that will affect
your children. What a great achievement!
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In March of 2006, the citizens of Dummer voted in the affirmative to study
the feasibihty of withdrawing from the AREA agreement with the BerHn
School District. The vote to estabhsh the study committee was a vote for
parent/student choice as to which school the children may attend from
grades seven through twelve. The Withdrawal Committee was formed
and submitted a Withdrawal Planning Report to the New Hampshire
Department of Education in December of 2006 the report stated that
withdrawal was feasible. Due to information received from the New
Hampshire Department of Education in January 2007, the citizens of
Dummer will be asked to again vote to assemble a Dummer/Berlin
Withdrawal Study Committee. Time factors and Committee member make
up are the major reasons to again bring this initiative before the voters of
Dummer. (Please see Dummer Withdrawal Plan Accomplishments and
Possible Future Activities located in this Dummer School District Report for
more information.) This process cannot progress without the consent of the
Dummer voters.
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2008-2009 Fiscal Year Budget
Initial School District Distribution 478,865
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• Milan Village School t,,^
V . Principal' s Report
2007
The 2007 school year has been an exciting time of growth, innovation and new opportunity at the Milan
Village School. The valuable changes we are enjoying are due in large part to the creativity, compassion and
commitment of our staff, students, school board, SAU personnel, parents and the larger Milan community.
Without their help we would be unable to reach our goal to achieve national and state academic standards
while focusing on meeting each student's individual needs. In order to accomplish this goal and to prepare
our students with the skills they will need to succeed in life beyond school, we are continuing to develop and
add to a wide array of high quality and diverse programs. The following are examples of these programs:
Positive Behavioral Interventions and Strategies (PBIS), our discipline system, is a fully integrated
program that has been essential in creating a caring and compassionate learning environment for our
students.
We are now using "Response to Intervention," a program that uses data to identify students
struggling with specific academic skills. Through this program, teachers set goals with their students
in order to assist students rapidly and effectively reach grade level standards.
The 3"" - 6* grades participated once again in the New England Common Assessment Program, a
part of the No Child Left Behind Act.
The Milan Village School staff has been working diligently to develop Reading and Math curriculum
that is aligned with the New Hampshire grade level expectations.
Our continued use of the bi-annual Measure of Academic Progress (MAP) test has given us useful
and immediate feedback on our students' academic performance. It is designed to provide insight in
the individual growth of each of our students so that we can identify areas of weakness and address
problems promptly and effectively.
A collaborative process is underway to create a new Science program that meets the New Hampshire
Science Frameworks.
A decision among Milan Village School staff to develop more experiential, hands on learning for
students has led to collaboration with the Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC). An educator from the
AMC works with teachers to design engaging and experiential science lessons. In addition, the
school IS working with the New Hampshire Fish and Game Department on an Adopt a Salmon
program. Students observe salmon hatch and grow and ultimately release them into local rivers.
A new initiative to create a Student Council was introduced this year. Representatives from each
class work with the 6"' grade President, Vice-President and Secretary to make decisions about the
needs of the student body. Through this initiative, every child is given a voice and learns important
lessons about civic engagement and problem solving.
The peer mediation project empowers older students to mentor and advise younger students. The
older kids provide perspective and insight as younger kids sort through minor issues.
Staff and students alike are benefiting from the constructive and valuable assistance of the Student
Support Center. The Center uses a three-part approach to address emotional, social and academic
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needs. The Center is used to enrich existing curriculum for all grades through a diverse set of
programs including a mapping unit to which all grades have contributed time and data.
We received the Blue Ribbon Award for the 26"' year in a row. The Blue Ribbon Award is awarded
to a school based on the number of volunteer hours recorded. This is a testament to the commitment
of our volunteers and our dynamic PTO which orchestrates a range of enriching and fun activities for
the school. These activities include: classroom reading help, cultural events, the Ski Program, the
Recreation Department, the Bike-a-thon and Walk-a-thon and Wood's Day. We are indebted to our








March 13, 2007 '^
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The School District Meeting for the Town of Dummer was held on Tuesday, the 13* of
March, 2007, at the Dummer Town Hall. The School District Moderator, Craig Doherty
called the meeting to order at 6:00 P.M. School Board members present were Juhe
Glover, Chair; Nancy Bisson, and Jennifer Miller. Also in attendance Paul Bousquet,
Superintendent of Schools, Pauline Plourde, Certified Business Administrator.
Article 1
:
To choose one auditor for a two (2) year term.
Peggy Jcng's—46 Votes was declared elected.
Article 2 : To choose a moderator for a three (3) year term.
Craig Doherty—44 Votes was declared elected.
Article 3: To choose a clerk for a three (3) year term.
Louise Gagnon—3 write-in Votes
Mariarm Letarte—8 write-in Votes
Article 4: To choose a treasurer for a three (3) year term.
Mary Guay—46 Votes was declared elected.
Article 5: To choose a member of the school board for a three (3) year term.
Jennifer Miller—47 Votes was declared elected.
Article 6: A motion was made by Brad Wyman and seconded by Katie Doherty to hear
the reports of agents, auaitors, and officers heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating
thereto. There were no reports to be heard at this time.
Article 7: Brad Wyman made a motion to set the salaries of the school board, school
district Treasurer, auditors, truant officer, census taker, clerk, and moderator as listed:
School Board Chair $500.00




Auditor (2) $30.00 each
Truant Officer $20.00
Census Taker $50.00
This article was so voted.
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Article 8: A motion was made by Raymond Labrecque and seconded by Wayne
Moynihan to see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $606,776 for
the support of schools, the payment of salaries for school district officers and agents, and
for the payment of the sn.'Utory obligations of the District.
This article was so voted.
Article 9: A motion was made by Katie Doherty and seconded by Elizabeth Hawkins to
see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 to be added to the
Tuition Expendable Trust Fund, and authorize the transfer of that amount from the year
end undesignated fund balance (surplus) available on July 1 of this year. (Majority vote
required)
This article was so voted.
Article 10: To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting, as
there was no other business a motion was made by Brad Wyman and seconded by
Christopher HoU to adjourn the meeting at 6:10 P.M.
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